
Controllers: F2AC/DC, F2DCL, F3AC/DC/DCL, F4ACD,

F4AC/DC/DCL, F8AC/DC/DCL, F12AC/DC/DCL, F16AC/DC/DCL.

Issue:  Filter controller not operating or not actuating the solenoids.

Controller seems to make clicking sounds and appears to be operating, but valves do not operate.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Okay folks, let’s have an F.A.Q. session....I’ll ask the questions...

Q1) Is this a new system? If no, move on to Q2; If yes then:

IF UNIT DOES NOT TURN ON:

a) Is main line input power getting to unit? Check power at terminal strip in controller.

If AC input is around 120 VAC, then controllers transformer secondary wires

YEL-ORN-YEL should have approximately 28 VAC across the yellow wires and half of

that between the orange and any two yellow wires. If you don’t read voltage or read low

voltage, check back at the breaker box and the wiring to the controller. Also: Do not

connect controller to two of the legs on a 440VAC system. This tapped voltage is

approximately 140 VAC and will damage the system and or system components. Use a

step down transformer from 440 VAC to 120 VAC then feed this into our controller. do

not in any way by-pass controller’s  internal transformer.

If unit is DC powered, check that controllers internal transformer was removed or

disconnected, and that polarity is correct. Normally on our filter controllers, the first

terminal is + (pos), the second is - (neg) and the third is not connected to anything. The

voltage read is nominally 13.8VDC if coming from an alternator type power source

(diesel pump, generator, etc.) while running. It usually will be about 12.6VDC when

engines are off.  Solar powered systems will read close to 12.65VDC without solar panel

connected which is the only way to test the 7 amp our gel-cell battery.  Another note is

that when testing the gel-cel battery without the solar panel connected, you can still get a

false reading because the battery is not under load. You can verify this by swapping

another known good battery with the one in question. 

For F2DCL’s, check or replace the two 9 volt batteries; if okay and unit is still not

working, panel should be sent in for service. 

IF UNIT TURNS ON:

b) Are outputs configured correctly? Check to make sure unit is in latching mode

AC/DC/DCL models only if using latching solenoids. Check to make sure output switch

is set correctly; for 12VDC solenoids, switch must be set to “DC” side, for 24VAC

solenoids, switch must be set to the “AC”. For latching output, the switch must be set to
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the “DC” side. If solenoids chatter when controller is put into backwash, then they are

probably DC solenoids and the output switch is set for AC which would be the wrong

position. If there is chatter in either switch position, then controller must be serviced.

c) Is solenoid wiring correct? Be sure to troubleshoot wiring by doing the following:

1) Turn power off, set digital meter to “ohms” (omega symbol or upside down

horseshoe) 

2) Place one probe on “C” (common) and the other on each station; you should get

approximately the same reading for each station. Anywhere from 8 to 25 ohms is

typical depending on solenoid manufacturer. If you see one station that has a

resistance less than this or zero, then you have bad solenoid or shorted wiring. If

the meter reads open, then you still may have a bad solenoid or open wiring

somewhere. You can test the resistance at the solenoid itself to further drill down

to the problem. If all stations are open then you should question the common wire.

d) Polarity on solenoids correct for latching system? If you’re working with a latching

system, make sure all red wires go to common, and all black wires go to “stations”

(F3AC/DC/DCL is opposite). Note that different solenoid manufacturers have different

wire color codes and that Alex-Tronix controllers are made to drive 2-wire latching

solenoids although in many cases 3-wire solenoids can be successfully used with no

problems. 

Note: when working with latching type solenoids in your system, make sure they are not

dirty or are in the manual override mode on the solenoid itself. Also checking wires are

critical because it is virtually impossible to read voltage in a latching system. The

voltages are pulsed and a voltmeter can’t get a steady reading. You will need to check

resistance in the lines.

Q2) System has been operating fine, but now not working.

a) Has someone fiddled with the system? Believe it or not, we get customers in which a

foreman or worker is readjusting settings and controls to get things to work when the

problem is with the hydraulics or solenoids-- Verify all settings are all correct, and

consult with co-workers to see if anyone has tampered with the controller.

b) Has the whole filter system been shut down for awhile? Before controller is

questioned, make sure valves, hoses, fittings, electrical connections, dirt in solenoids, etc.

are all in good maintenance.

c) Has the circuit breaker tripped? To reset the breaker, gently push the circuit breaker

switch and feel for a definite “click”; if so, then there is a short circuit somewhere on the

outputs. DO NOT POWER UP THE CONTROLLER. Troubleshoot the output wiring
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and solenoids for a short circuit. Then proceed with power up. Occasionally the circuit

breaker will trip because of hot whether (100+ degrees), and high powered solenoids. If

the circuit breaker resets smoothly, then it was not tripped.

d) Is controller outputting voltage? Using a digital meter set the meter according to the

output of the controller; if it AC output then your meter needs to be set to AC volts. If it

is DC output, then the meter needs to be set to DC voltage. Proceed with the following:

FOR AC AND DC OUTPUT:

1) Disconnect common wire only on filter controller. Turn on controller, shut

pump down if possible.

2) Set a long backwash and dwell time on the controller and manually start

backwash to station 1

3) Place one probe from the meter on the common terminal screw marked “C”

4) Place the other probe on station 1 and read the voltage (unloaded). With DC

output you will read approximately 17-18 VDC. With AC output you will read

approximately 27VAC. These are both unloaded voltages.

6) Manually forward the controller to all the other stations and read the voltages

for the rest. They should all be about the same. 

7) Now reconnect the common wire and redo the test under load. With DC output

you will read approximately 13 VDC. With AC output you will read

approximately 26VAC. These are both loaded voltages. If you haven’t really

noticed a voltage drop, and the solenoids are not working,  then I would suspect

an open in the wiring somewhere. Just one other note:  you will most likely get

closer to 14 VDC on alternator connected equipment.

If  you read these voltages, then the controller is okay; they don’t have to be exact. 

FOR 12 VDC LATCHING OUTPUT:

For solar/latching systems, it’s a little different:

1) The first and most common problem is to test the 7-amp hour battery. This can

be a bit tricky; use the following procedure: disconnect the solar panel from the

system and measure the voltage from the solar panel in full sun. You should read

anywhere from 18-23 VDC. If the solar panel voltage is below 12VDC, then the

panel is probably defective and is not keeping charge on the gel-cell battery. With

the solar panel still disconnected, measure the gel-cell battery with the controller

power turned off at the terminal strip inside the controller and at the battery
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terminals. A good battery will read about 12.65VDC. If it’s less than about 11

volts, replace battery. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO MEASURE THE BATTERY

WITH SOLAR PANEL CONNECTED, OTHERWISE YOU MAY GET A

FALSE READING.

2) you will need to take a solenoid and test it against a good 12VDC battery by

quickly tapping the wires against the battery posts and observing it latching.

Reverse the wire polarities and note the release of the solenoid---There’s usually a

snap on “latch” and a “thud” sound on release. In any case, and I repeat: DO NOT

HOLD THE WIRES ON THE BATTERY!!!  YOU WILL DAMAGE THE

SOLENOID WITHIN SECONDS!!

3) Okay, now that you have established a known working solenoid, disconnect all

the solenoid wires including the “common” back at the controller and “wire-in”

your tested latching solenoid. By pressing the manual start button, go down the

terminal strip line and see if the solenoid latches and releases. If all stations latch

and release the solenoid, everything is okay with the controller. If not, then send

the panel in for service.

e) Does the digital display have blocks across the top? This symptom can be caused by

several things: 

1) The panel is blown. Send in for service.

2) the display is blown, but the controller functions just fine.

3) A power line surge attacked the unit and it is the internal microprocessor is

locked up.

4) The incoming power is too low/high.

After making sure the incoming power is okay, try is to reset the unit by turning power off and

hold down the manual start button. Turn power back on while holding down the manual start

button. if everything comes okay, then the panel is out its locked up mode. If this seems to be a

continuous problem, the unit might have a factory upgrade available for it or you need to install a

surge suppressor (See Tech bulletin #1 “Surge Protection”). If blocks are still there whether unit

is functioning underneath or not, then the panel must be returned for service.

f) Does controller not go into backwash? swing open panel and check “DIP” switches

on the rear side of the circuit board. At least one station needs to be on. Check knob

settings for backwash time. If there is no backwash time (some controllers) unit will not

go into backwash. 

g) Pressure differential gauge (PD gauge) recycling or not initiating backwash?

Perform the following test on the Murphy PD gauge:

1) Power up controller and put unit in idle mode (filtering). Disconnect PD wires

by either removing one wire from terminal strip or pulling the two pin connector
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from the rear side of the panel. Using a jumper wire or screwdriver, short the pins

or terminals and view the display (or PD LED). If LED lights up, or display says:

idle with PD or the like, then the controller is monitoring the PD gauge and is

working properly. If not then check either the PD wires for corrosion or have the

panel serviced. 

2) Troubleshoot the PD gauge. Pressure up the system and note the differential

pressure which is the orange needle that moves as the systems differential

pressure changes. Adjust the set pin so that it touches the orange needle. If the

needle and set pin touch, and the controller shows no response (display changes or

LED lights up) then check the wires for continuity. If wires test okay, then  the PD

is defective. Also if the PD gauge is full of water, it is damaged and must be

replaced. 

3) Check for shorted PD gauge. Check if the PD gauge is internally shorted by

disconnecting the PD wires and using your digital meter (set in ohms). Put the

probe wires across the terminals on the PD gauge. The set pin and the needle

should not be touching. If the PD gauge shows any resistance then again, the PD

is defective. A shorted PD gauge will cause all filter controllers to re-cycle

over and over!

What happens when power to the controller is interrupted?

I often get the question as to how the controller reacts when power is restored from a power

failure or deliberate power cut-off during idle or backwash. All functions basically “freeze” in

time when power is cut off. If in backwash, our filter controllers remember (via back up battery)

where it was at in cycle, and finish up its remaining backwash time when power resumes. This

same thing happens when you are in idle and using the “periodic” knob.

Questions??? Tech Support: Aram Tokatian  888-224-7630
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